
Chapter Two 

THE MAJOR WIVES 

The major novels which I have chosen to discuss are The Acolyte, A

Kindne66 Cup and An Item Fum the Late News. My reason for omitting

Beachmaistuus is explained in the Introduction.

In these powerful novels Astley puts aside the close study of

religious issues which engaged her in the earlier works. In The

Acolyte she looks at the behaviour of the musician, Holberg, from the

point of view of the amanuensis, Vesper. Again she studies the self,

the destructiveness of self-containment and the necessity of

integration with others in the attainment of psychic health. Her

examination of egocentricity, begun with George Brewster in The Wett
Dkeised Exptnet, now broadens as she considers the case of Holberg,
who is not only selfish but blind. She reflects on a society which,

having ousted God, fulfils its need to worship by elevating musicians

such as Holberg to the rank of idol.
1

Here, also, through the

performance of one of Holberg's compositions, she dramatizes the

formation of the 'androgynous' consciousness.

The social and political scene expands as Astley considers

racism, one of the most widespread and continuing forms of human

cruelty, in A Kindneim Cup. Through the town elders she condemns the

belligerence and want of spiritual direction displayed by the ruling

clique. She warns, also, of the dangers of inflexible attitudes, seen

here in the form of Dorahy's self-righteousness. With Dorahy and Lunt

she shows that in the unified consciousness there must be no imbalance

of assertive and gentle qualities.

1. See Ellison, op. cit., p. 67. Astley says: 'It's got to be
fed somewhere, this extra dimension of human make-up, the
spirit ... I think all mankind wants to worship something ...'
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In confronting the nuclear issue in An Item Ptom the Late New4,

Astley presents the ultimate cruelty of which human beings are

capable, the destruction of the human race. She reveals the lengths,

in intolerance and heartlessness, to which the kitiist group will go

in the exercise of power and in punishing those who, like Wafer, do

not submit to its conventions. With his murder Astley demonstrates

the catastrophic consequences of self-containment.
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THE ACOLYTE

The Acolyte 2 affords a showcase for Astley's satiric skills as

her mouth piece, Paul Vesper, lays open society with a savage blade,

in one place even comparing human cruelty with the cannabalistic

tendencies of crabs. She shows that Jack Holberg who, as one of

the artistic elite in her microcosm, selfishly exploits his servitors

and ravages their psyches, is just as destructive as the novel's

larger power-mongers who contemptuously despoil the beaches and

disturb the ecology in profit-making ventures. Vesper's attack on

Holberg's home represents Astley's challenge in the ruling order.

It fails because Holberg's authority is too firmly established, and

because his egotism will never allow him to see the gesture as the

rebellion it is.

In her examination of the self Astley demonstrates that Holberg's

failure to achieve self-integration is caused by the self-engrossment

which divides him from others. Vesper's failure is due both to an

excess of parental pressure and to his conviction that his integration

with other lives prevents his self-fulfilment.

Although he possesses an integrated consciousness, the acolyte's

power for good is limited by his distorted personality, so that

against Holberg's cruelty Astley can oppose only the compassion of

Bathgate and Sadie whose presence acts as a stabilizing influence in a

violent world.

In this novel the emphasis is on the self, rather than on

religion. Astley engages with it from the stance of the acolyte, Paul

Vesper, one of 'the fringe-dwellers in the suburbs of the great man's

genius', (p. 70) and explores, as well, the physical and psychic

enclosure of the egocentric, blind Holberg. If the egotist, George

Brewster, in the earlier The Welt VIte4)sed ExptokeiL, is unaware of the

havoc he causes, Holberg is not. He is deliberately cruel to those

2. T. Astley, The Acolyte, Sydney, 1972. All page numbers will
be incorporated in the text.
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who are subject to his capriciousness 3 , and this ruthlessness is

stressed by the epigraph:

'There's been an accident!' they said,
'Your servant's cut in half; he's dead!'
'Indeed!' said Mr. Jones, 'and please
Send me the half that's got my keys.'

The title of the novel places Vesper, as attendant to the great man,

firmly in the ranks of the mediocre.

The work is an absurdist social comedy which also looks at the

difficulties of perception, the nature of loyalty and the right of the

artist to exploit others in the interests of his art.
4
 The slight,

formal plot traces Vesper's friendship with Holberg and with the

German sisters, Ilse and Hilda, and the abandonment of his own lack-

lustre career for that of the position of amanuensis and general

factotum in the musician's household. Here Holberg's wife, Hilda, his

lively old aunt Sadie and, later, Ilse and her son devote themselves

to the blind man's well-being. Vesper realizes, eventually, that all

that the votive slaves have won for their service is their own

physical and psychic disintegration, to which state Holberg is

callously indifferent. The action covers the period from the 1930's

to the early 1970's, and the settings range from North Queensland to

Brisbane, the northern New South Wales and Gold coasts, and the

Lamington Plateau.

Astley again demonstrates her concept of actuality as a fluid and

indefinable process and her rejection of the certainties and

conventions of the entrenched powers by disturbing the reader with

textual disruptions, contradictions, authorial ambivalences, much

moral ambiguity and an open ending. Similarly, the narrative plunges

jarringly into the central action on what is ostensibly the last day

of twelve years of servitude for the forty-three-year-old Vesper, with

flashbacks revealing the events which lead to his rebellion in the

last chapter.

3. See also B. Matthews, 'Life in the Eye of the Hurricane: The
Novels of Thea Astley', SoutheAn Review, June, 1973, pp. 148-73.

4. Holberg invites comparison with Hurtle Duffield, in Patrick White's
The Vivi4ectok. Astley says The Acotyte was partly an answer to
The Vivaectok and partly motivated by her interest in Eric Fenby,
the amanuensis of Delius. See M. Jones, 'Third Award Win', The
Sydney MoAning Heltatd, April 11, 1973, p. 2.
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Vesper, the bitter, witty narrator, draws attention to himself,

commenting on his 'stinking journalese' (p. 93), on his deteriorating

artistic style and powers of observation, and denying, despite the

confessional tone, that this is any merely emotional outpouring. At

the same time, in his roles as both actor and spectator, he further

undermines our acceptance of his reliability as a narrator:

... I lump all these things together ...
Whack this at the canvas ... tack on
a bit of jam-can label ... Framed, the
whole thing will give you some sort of
an impression and that's all I can offer,
for, being affixed myself between gobbets
of Pammastic, I can hardly evaluate the
totality. (p. 61)

Even plot uncertainties become suspect for us when Vesper's

declaration, 'I had transcribed my last bar for him, ... but was I

aware of that ...?' (p. 149) is followed by his final vacillating

question, 'Where will it all end?' (p. 158).

Ironically, the most destructive character is the most

interesting. The handsome Holberg has panache and dominates the work.

Blinded as a baby, he is reared by Sadie who nurtures his

independence. 'Get out and make something of yourself', (p. 58) she

orders, and he purposefully develops his talents as a pianist and

composer and becomes involved in life, getting 'enormous satisfaction

from everything he does'. (p. 54) Marrying Hilda, he fathers a son,

Jamie by Ilse, and in his forties become the arrogant 'incipient great

man' (p. 49) with a 'gluttony for worship'. (p. 154) When, at a rock

festival in which Holberg is involved, Vesper tells him that the child

has witnessed the pack-raping of his mother, the musician is jolted,

too late, to some conception of his selfishness and irresponsibility.

Astley's attack on the 'great man' is an attack on the

established powers. She sees Holberg's world as a microcosmic

structure of control, its hierarchy extending from the etiti4t artist

to the marginal hangers-on. His power to control stems not only from

his heroic stature as artist, but also from his blindness, which he

uses to manipulate people and to exempt himself from social

responsibilities. He preserves the essential 'I' at the expense of
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others. He is the centre, the fixed star of 'the planet suite', (p.

86) his self-definition dependent on the members of the passive group

who accord him the power which he wields with such gusto. He must

constantly diminish the importance of this group in order to retain

the 4tatu4 quo.

The author suggests that psychic health depends upon the

integration of the self with others. However for Holberg, whose self-

absorption is compounded by his blindness, any impingement of himself

on others is at the periphery of his enclosed self. For him this

contact is not real communication but only a means of establishing his

sense of identity. Just as the centralized power structure values its

enclosed state, Holberg values his self-enclosure. Hilda recognizes

early what she sees as his

... complete involvement in his own
darkness, as if he loved the cage with
the cover. A swing ... regular bird
seed and lots of people poking their
fingers under that cover ... and making
clucking sounds. (p. 12)

Consequently, when she goes about with closed eyes in an attempt to

understand him by entering his dark world, his enclosure, he is

infuriated and assaults her. Vesper sees Holberg's behaviour as a

violent reaction to what he feels is an attempted usurpation of his

power:

... I understood at last that he
was proud of his scar, flaunted it
like the jealous apparatus of his
success. (p. 117)

It is only when he loses control of the situation in the chaotic

aftermath of Vesper's revolt that the powerful force of his blindness

disintegrates, and Vesper watches him 'cracking for the first time',

crying 'I wish I could see'. (p. 157)

Astley emphasizes the manner in which Holberg capitalizes on his

affliction by strewing the narrative with references to the senses.

Food and eating figure largely, there is the 'scent of vanilla and

limes', (p. 152) and Holberg with his heightened sense of touch

fondles wooden ornaments. Sight, however, is the central image.

Holberg has his devotees so much in his power that eventually values

are inverted and his defect becomes enviable.
5
 In trying to see

5. See Matthews, op. cit., p. 165.
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into Holberg's world Hilda apes his blindness, Vesper's eyes are

'guilty for their good fortune', (p. 84) and sight becomes a

limitation when, losing his illusions, the acolyte feels the rain

'washing off the last grey strings of [his] own blindness'. (p. 155)

Not only does Astley posit Holberg as a controlling power; she

sees him as an idol set up by a society which constantly seeks

replacements for its lost God. As a cult figure he is enshrined in

his temple, surrounded by statuary and the 'doric trunks of trees'.

(p. 1) Vesper says:

What bound us together was our
religion, our unstinted worship
of the love object who was indeed
one of ourselves, God and man. (p. 149)

Acknowledging Holberg's self-centredness, conceding his own self-

delusion, Vesper realizes that the great man is just that, an idol,

not 'Christ in the burning bush': (p. 69)
What is there for a servant of the
lord who has discovered that the
idol's hands never move toward the
slowly spoiling offerings unless
it be to stroke its own thighs;
that the miracles, the answers to
prayers, are only fortuitous reactions?
The swaying, chanting throngs bearing
the garlanded monstrosity through
summer streets will be crushed by their
own abasement and 2stitt nothing will
shower down upon them. (p. 147)

One of Astley's unintegrated characters, Holberg's

destructiveness is a consequence of his discordant personality. He is

an intensely physical man who excuses his casual sexual promiscuity by

explaining that he compensates for the lack of seeing with an excess

of touching. His emotions, Vesper believes, are largely dormant

because his blindness protects him from the visual shock of people's

reactions to his behaviour. However, his personality is dominated by

his intellect, his selfish absorption in his art, and this imbalance

prevents self- integration and the growth of that spiritual kindness

which inspires respect for others.

Supporting her notion of the mysterious, fluid nature of life,

Astley subverts our certainties regarding the musician with many

ambivalences, presenting a situation 'with its incoherencies swooping
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wild'. (p. 107) Holberg's stature is at the same time established and

undermined. He is confident of his genius, but may well be deluded.

The acolyte calls Holberg's a 'half-baked genius' (p. 154) yet accepts

his brilliance. To blur the matter further Vesper's own critical

ability is suspect. He is, after all, devoted to the Dag Wiren

Serenade, condemned as 'cheap prom pop' (p. 87) by Bathgate, who has,

Vesper admits, a genuine ear for music. The critics are uncertain,

even though Neilsen declaims

'... it's reached that stage where
anything at all he writes is of interest,
or will be ... and ... ought to be
preserved.' (p. 113)

Bathgate, on the other hand, grades Holberg's early ability as mere

talent and fears he'll become a vulgar sensationalist. Vesper's

feelings about Holberg are ambivalent. He both detests and admires

him, and he refers to the musician's ego as impervious shortly after

stating that 'the skin of this man's vulnerability had never quite

thickened'. (p. 137) In the same paradoxical way Holberg combines

social callousness with extreme artistic sensitivity. With compassion

Astley stresses the tragic nature of his blindness, showing that

although he may dominate the group, he is physically dependent on its

members, and even though Vesper may be his parasite, Holberg is just

as parasitic as he feeds artistically on their lives. Vesper and

Hilda condemn his Sinfonia as a deliberate attempt to publicly

humiliate them, yet he justifies his methods as his way of integrating

all their lives: Doesn't it reduce the distance?' (p. 97)

Astley's fiction expresses her idea that destructive social

structures will be modified when human beings change their way of

seeing and evaluating by exercising a unified consciousness. Here she

shows that even Holberg, the representative of the etitiist group, has

the potential for developing this transformed consciousness. The

blind man is assertive and aggressive, yet he writes expressive music

and has a tendency to become, in private, gentle, 'generous and at

times so tender'. (p. 69) Moreover, despite his self-enclosure, he

displays a potential associativeness in his impromptu performances for

the school children, and in his willingness to be friendly with his

neighbours. He tempers his selfishness with affectionate care for

Sadie and Bathgate, with a growing protectiveness toward Jamie and

with the rare compassionate gesture such as when, after Ilse's rape
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he puts concern for Hilda before his music. Vesper confesses:

... every time I convince myself of
injustice being done in high places,
he confounds me with simplicities. (pp. 106-07)

Holberg's acolyte enters the story as the sensitive,

fifteen-year- old, only child of conformist parents, the victim of a

rigidly- structured, conventional upbringing,

... disciplined with ... footballer
logic (tempered by ... phony
intellectualism ... ). (p. 2)

Vesper is unable to achieve the vicarious sporting goals of his father

at school, and in this competitive mitieu he remains always the

'twelfth man'. (p. 70)

Divided by the generation gap from his parents he wins the

grudging toleration of the liberated milk-bar boys in Grogbusters, and

it is on a sortie with them that he meets Holberg. The musician's

talent and charm, together with Vesper's own growing musical

interests, draw him to the older man. Ironically, just as parental

neglect causes Holberg's blindness, Vesper's psychic incapacities are

the result of too much attention. Conditioned by his parents to

constant organization he is passive, with no sense of purpose and

self-responsibility, and with a chronic inability to make choices.

World War Two sees him installed in a safe engineering faculty, a

bolt-hole which he rejects when he discovers a personal aptitude for

musicianship. Instead of pursuing this he returns to the University

at his parent's insistence, eventually securing a mediocre degree and

a stultifying job in which he feels he is disintegrating, 'dying in

millimetres'. (p. 19) Continuing parental pressure persuades him

into a betrothal with Hilda, whom he loves. However, Hilda loves and

marries Holberg, and with her loss Vesper confesses,

I felt as if I had lost some
vital part of my early manhood. (p. 48)

When the injured Holberg asks him to do his musical scoring, the

lonely Vesper, always waiting for things to happen to him, sheds his

own dreary existence for life at the glass house. Holberg's immediate
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need ends, but the acolyte stays on, excusing his passivity by

assuming the role of non-achiever:

I have a pregnant bank-book, no
talent ... an unused clarinet,
no talent ... (p. 121)

Astley poses more uncertainties and ambiguities as Vesper questions

his reasons for remaining in a situation in which he is both disciple

and slave. Does he stay because of his admiration for the master's

talent, for the exhilaration of being near creativity, to indulge his

delight in Holberg's ability to demolish the pretentious, or because

he is afraid of life, that 'wind at the door'? (p. 86)
6
 Shocked

that others see him as 'Holberg's eunuch', (p. 86) he adds to the

master's outbursts of contempt his own self-disgust until, in a bid

for self-assertion, he builds his sling, an instrument of potential

rebellion. However, when he reads Holberg's diary notes and glimpses

the blind man;s lightless world, he is overwhelmed with pity.

Pressures and his resentment build up, however, and ultimately it is

Holberg's patronizing dismissal of Hilda's self-sacrifice which

triggers his revolt. In Holberg's microcosmic power structure the

acolyte has surrendered his autonomy to the master. Now Vesper breaks

out of enclosure in the glass house and, shattering a part of it with

his sling, makes his token gesture of defiance. On the point of

escape he sees Hilda running to him, pleading, and he is torn in two

once more. What choice will he make?

Controlled throughout life by authoritarian figures, Vesper fails

to develop an integrated self. He is aware that his personality is

twisted, has been 'pulled like some cheap woollen'. (p. 131) He

neglects his intellectual abilities while his sexual encounters are

predominantly physical: he attains no communion with Hilda and his

performances with Freckles and Ilse are 'unemotional yoga'. (p. 21)

The potentially spiritual aspect of his personality is obvious in his

compassion, but emotionally he is disintegrating. His ambivalent

feelings toward Holberg tear his psyche apart, while his repressed

resentment and his frustrated love for Hilda disable him with self-

doubt. He is convinced that for all the years of servitude he has not

6. See R. D. Fitzgerald, 'The Wind at Your Door', in Fo/tty Yean4
Poem, Sydney, 1965, p. 236. Astley's frequent
use of the phrase, 'the wind at the door', in the novel
suggests that she is comparing the savagery of the
poem's convict world with the cruelty of contemporary life.
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'got one skerrick of self to show'. (p. 150) His rebellion is his bid

for redemption, a bid to restore his emasculated self with his weapon,

the sling, which is shaped like 'a giant phallus'.
7

The author insists that as well as being fluidly integrated

within itself, the self must interact with others. However, Vesper

has a fixed idea of self. Belatedly he has come to the conclusion

that only by dividing himself from others will he achieve self-

realization. He has a centralist need to identify with a fixed

location, and longs to return to Huahine, his 'personal lotos land'

(p. 62) where, he says, he experienced self-fulfilment. However,

eventually he is forced to reveal that he has never been to Huahine,

that such a Utopia does not exist. He believes that his real self is

obliterated because of the roles he must play, those of 'corner-store

bargain hunter, part cook, part gardener, secretary scribe chauffeur

and wife comforter'. (p. 111) He is unable to see that the self must

be fluid in order to grow, that, like Holberg's Sinfonia, 'the whole

organism is based on a series of developments through variation', (p.

72) and that varied role-playing is a necessary social demand.

Paradoxically, Vesper admits that he is no soloist:

Working in trios and quartets ...
was becoming a habit of slow
destruction for the natural soloist.
But then I wasn't that. (p. 22)

He senses a merging of selves:

Sometimes I have thought in azurous
moments that perhaps I am Holberg's
other self, his seeing self ... (p. 39)

while, when discussing with Ilse her attitude toward Hilda, he is

'appalled by her E. S. P.'. (p. 150) It is obvious that despite

Holberg's indifference toward the others' contribution, the group is

interdependent, each self part of the group and the group part of the

self. Vesper must realize that in opening out to others' needs he may

recharge himself from their various forces, and that in developing his

talents as part of Holberg's team, he may gain the potential for

growth. The preservation of the essential 'I' is still possible; the

avoidance of that self-abnegation which invites exploitation is his

own responsibility.

7. Astley describes it so in Ellison, op. cit., p. 54.
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Astley's texts emphasize her awareness of the sharp distinction

which the established powers make between the male and the female.

They illustrate, also, her notion that because most people possess

reasonable amounts of what are traditionally considered 'masculine'

and 'feminine' qualities such a closed system of oppositions must be

demolished. In The Acolyte she highlights her theme of integration
with a series of variations on traditional marriage in which women

play the inferior role. The marital male/female duo expands into a

trio in the glasshouse where the household is 'split in three'. (p.

120) The group has fluidity as it changes from Ilse, Hilda and

Holberg to Holberg, Hilda and Vesper, and on the final day it consists

of three men and three women. Earlier, office sex games had meant

that Vesper and his colleague Slocombe were 'proxily related through

the stenog', (p. 22) and, maintaining this fluidity of connections,

they form with Ilse 'one big happy incestuous family'. (p. 52) With

Ilse's revelation of Jamie's parentage, the family of Slocombe, Ilse

and Jamie disintegrates, reforming as that of Holberg, Ilse and Jamie,

with fatherhood shared by Slocombe, Holberg and the father manque

Vesper. When living with Holberg and Hilda, Vesper feels he is

'married to two people', (p. 127) and Holberg rages 'between his wives

like a betrayed sultan'. (p. 156) Jamie has 'the aunt's mouth, the

father's nose and chin'. (p. 145) Vesper muses of Hilda, 'She could

have been Jamie's mother at that', (p. 134) and when Ilse rejoins the

household Jamie rejects her for Hilda.

It is in Vesper that Astley overtly illustrates the fusion of

aggressive and gentle qualities which form the integrated

consciousness. He has many forceful characteristics. The twelfth

man, after all, wins two cups for running, and as engineer Vesper

sporadically exercises control, savouring his hold over his spying

superior, Taurus. He himself becomes 'a tame Taurus with a slave-yard

of ten juniors'. (p. 46) Again, when his shocking revelation of

Jamie's sighting of the pack-rape shatters Holberg the acolyte

relishes his power: 'How sweet is suppliance at last from one who has

always demanded it'. (p. 136)

On the other hand, his strengths are more private than public,

and if he is a failure according to society's standards he has some

admirable personal qualities. No matter what reasons keep him there,
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his role in the glass house is basically that of nurturer, a preparer

of food and drink, compassionate, consoling, supportive and

masochistically enduring. This fusion of qualities is further borne

out by his combination of mathematical and musical talents, and in his

vacillation between a desire for a rigid form of individuality and a

bent for the associative and communal.

With the choral section of Holberg's symphony, parodying as it

does life at the glass house, Astley dramatically spells out the

notion of Holberg as the aggressive male and Hilda as the victimized

female, with Vesper, the possessor of the desirable 'androgynous'

consciousness, intervening in an attempt to resolve the situation.

Vesper records:

The baritone stood at her right, the
counter-tenor at her left. ... it hit
me like a bomb blast that it was we
three who stood there: Holberg, Hilda,
me. Joined by the baritone, tangling
in duet, her voice pitched like a trident
whose prongs of notes were worrying a net
the baritone flung all about her in
moments of self-preservation. Then the
voice from her left, male rotted with
female, wordless sounds of expostulation
darting in and out between the pair of
them like hands that would tug at
trident or drag at net. ... (p. 103)

The intermingling voices further stress the author's theme of fluid

integration:

Then in trio ... a winding of ironic
other-sustaining harmony where each
voice engendered the next voice's
comment ... (p. 104)

Sadie and Bathgate also demonstrate the unified consciousness.

The witty septuagenarian, Sadie, is 'abradingly alive' (p. 59) and

true to herself. Her gardening associates her with nature and her

nurturing helps create the musician. For all her caring qualities,

however, Sadie is an assertive character. As 'strong as an ox', (p.

58) the hard-drinking sports fan dresses in cowboy outfits and gambles

'with the deadliness of a Chicago mobster'. (p. 57) Yet despite her

eccentricity Sadie is clear-sighted, sensing the danger of Ilse,

accepting Holberg's faults and deviousness. Fluid and flexible, an
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'elastic lady', (p. 57) she is able to communicate with all kinds of

people. The child, Jamie, the youthful members of the rock band with

which she occasionally performs, the group at the glass house and the

old man, Bathgate, are all invigorated by her company. Vesper claims,

'The oldest of the women was the youngest'. (p. 148)

The ebullient Bathgate, whose idiosyncracies amused Bernard in

The Stow Nativeis is an engaging character. His marriage is in sheer

contrast to Holberg's, his attitude to the bed-ridden wife he nurses

an example of understated compassion and responsibility. A sensitive

musician and teacher, his nurturing role broadens as he becomes an

adept housewife, 'turning his domestic expertise into a joke'. (p. 46)

Yet Vesper and Holberg both respect him as mentor and father figure;

Holberg says, 'He taught me all I knew'. (p. 87) All the pathos of

human transience is reflected in these two aged characters whose

sanity and compassion 'reduce the distance in the heart ... curb the

wind at the door'. (p. 60)

With Hilda and Ilse Astley demonstrates two aspects of the

feminine role as defined by the controlling powers. The girls' social

inferiority is indicated by absences, absence of surname, minimal

information of their past lives, absence of skills and an absence of

reader access to their inner consciousness. Holberg's ambivalent

nickname, 'goosegirls', (p. 14) imparts a folkloric ambience and a

covert acknowledgement of the foolishness of their submission to him.

The touchingly vulnerable Hilda is passive and stoical in her

endurance as Holberg's commodity, his domestic machine, provider of

physical and emotional nourishment. Her identity crumbles under his

domination and Vesper sees her finally with 'features smudged in

across her face as though Holberg were gradually painting her out'.

(p. 56)

Fragile, wistful Ilse with her 'little-girl-lost quality' (p. 39)

represents the infantile aspect of the feminine stereotype. As

Holberg's rejected handmaid Ilse despoils others' lives as she spoils

food, and 'shrunk to nothing', (p. 129) morally disintegrates. With

childish acceptance of the master's plans she returns to the glass

house, restored to blind adoration of her idol and content with her

place in the 4tatu4 quo.
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The Acolyte does justice to Astley's acid wit. Hilda labels a

critic 'one of the abominable knowmen' (p. 100) and an aphorism puts

menials in place, 'Explanations aren't for acolytes'. (p. 157)

Situation irony shows the blind man building a glass house out of

which he cannot see, and in which the sighted are the helpless ones.

It is ironic, too, that so much destruction is generated in a

household which is permeated by music and creativity. By now Astley's

satire has acquired a keener edge. Irritated by symbol hunters she

mocks them with Vesper's phallus-shaped sling, meanwhile protesting,

through the narrator,

Here's a whole acre of people who live
in a world of phalli ... of gulping
labiae, of fourth-form interpretations
of cars, whales, telegraph poles 8
and mammalian light-bulbs. (p. 64)

Vesper scoffs at such a sex-fixated society and

... the hoodlum cult where every
singer projects like a pack-rapist,
stereophonic balls and a penis-stylus. (p. 133)

Holberg ridicules playwrights who 'think the cerebellum is located in

the scrotum', (p. 83) and the hypocritical social attitude which

revels in sexual titillation in the name of what is obviously not

'total theatre'. He tells Shumway:

... I want urination and defecation
and vomiting and nose-blowing. The lot.
... I want diarrhoea and spewing and
mucus and none of your bloody plastic
turds, matey. If that actor can't turn
on a good crap at ten past nine event'
night in Act Two then I want him
drummed out of Equity. I want stench
and fartings and blokes blowing their
noses between their fingers and spitting
great gobbets into the orchestra pit
and then I'll be with you. (pp. 82-83)

Vesper is scathing, also, about lionizers who, with no appreciation of

art, collect artists to provide a 'pseudo-artistic talking-point at

... folk evenings'. (p. 4)

8. Astley says '... the book was also meant as a sendup of
the constant search by academics for the symbol ...'
See Ross, op. cit., p. 266.
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In this work Astley has developed the style which, ostensibly

Vesper's, is so recognizably her own, self-conscious, excessively

metaphorical and overlaid with a sardonic flippancy. The prose

becomes increasingly jagged and compressed, and sometimes needs some

unravelling for clearer comprehension:

I was tempted to emit a gigantic
lewd howl at my condition that
would paint its own enormous
abstract of pineapple salads and
orange dust ... (p. 19)

The author continues to use religious imagery, with Lil offering 'a

chalice' (p. 127) of compassion. Her extensive musical knowledge is

also evident as music provides the medium through which Holberg

expresses his image of the world. On the piano he mocks the

sycophants' musical ignorance by mixing Fats Waller with Bach; he

illustrates musically the stories he tells the school children, while

with 'a Schonberg quartet at ear-rending volume' (p. 79) he persecutes

the Shumways. The allusion to Satie (p. 140) reminds us that that

musician wrote bar-less musical compositions and subtly underlines

Astley's theme of fluidity. 9

She demonstrates that in a society in which moral standards are

eroded, language itself deteriorates as a means of communication. The

music critic's jargon is that of an aktot group. It distances

people and is so depersonalized that 'it might have been a wine he was

discussing with his mush-phrases'. (p. 1) In the same way Shumway's

stagecraft gibberish is a pretentious bid to elevate himself above the

crowd and to impress Holberg.

The author's comic sense now veers more toward the grotesque as

she points up society's irrationalities with parody and scenes of

black farce. Ilse, leaving the glass house, nails her failed pastry

to the wall in the form of the word 'good-bye'. The ridiculous

executive, Taurus, found skulking in the wardrobe, tries to preserve

his dignity, unaware that he stands in front of a travel poster and

that

9. Astley compares Satie's bar-less music with Bruce Dawe's
general lack of punctuation in 'And a Good Friday Was Had
by All'. See T. Astley, Thnee Aut4atian Wtitms, Townsville,
1979, p. 5.
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... a pair of Thai breasts formed an
audacious colon for his every
thinning utterance. (p. 52)

However, The Acotyte is a serious restatement of Astley's

preoccupations. Holberg represents the ruling etite, his selfishness

the self-interest of global power-mongers, his lack of consideration

for his minions the world-wide lack of compassion for the

underprivileged. The psychic disintegration of Vesper and Hilda

matches society's deteriorating moral values, just as the

contradictions, ambivalences and ambiguities which attend behaviour in

Holberg's world reflect the insecurities and confusions of life. At

the rock concert, sexual promiscuity and the pack-raping of Ilse are

seen to be consequences of that permissive society which the author

berated in The Stow Native 's. With Ilse and the murdered Freckles,

both victims of aggressors who are never apprehended, Astley indicates

the precarious position of women in a male-oriented world.

Vesper says, 'Women seem to have a need to touch', (p. 73) and by

stressing Holberg's many gentle traits and his potential for

developing the integrated consciousness, the author suggests again

that society's ills may be ameliorated when aggression and

divisiveness are tempered by compassion and associativeness.

Exploring as it does the impenetrable nature of individual worlds,

The Acotyte infers that it is better to build bridges, not

breakwaters, between them.

With A Kindneis4 CupAstley leaves the musical world for that of

the cane-growers She sets this work in the past in order to examine

the outrages committed on the Aborigines by the early white settlers

in North Queensland.
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A KINDNESS CUP

Holberg's aggressive rages and cruel treatment of his attendants

pale before the militaristic policies of the ruling powers in The Taws

and their savage handling of the Aborigines. In A Kindne4is Cup/
Astley pursues the theme of human cruelty with a bitter indictment of

racism and an expose of the discreditable aspects of early settlement

in Australia. In a small town a group of wealthy cane-growers are the

'power stars', (p. 17) the ruling elite whose sexist and racist
attitudes deny the human rights of their victims. Representing

Astley's challenge to the centralist powers is the action of the

'smallest protest force in history'. (p. 64) The struggling settler,

Lunt, refuses to co-operate with the atttist group in the capture of
Aborigines who camp on his land. Dorahy, the school teacher, and the

Jenners, a wealthy cane-growing family, decline to join the dispersal

party which follows the tribe, and ride after the punitive band

determined to show that

'other opinions have force and
must be taken into account.' (p. 64)

Boyd, who owns the town's newspaper, having ridden with the townsmen,

refuses to countenance their brutal tactics and leaves the party.

Twenty years later Dorahy returns to the town determined to exact

retribution for the group's crimes. These are, in particular, their

massacre of the Aborigines and their brutal treatment of Lunt when

they leave him tied to the dead body of an Aborigine. Dorahy

persuades Boyd to write and publish an accusatory article concerning

these violent men.

Against the lawlessness and self-interest of the leading and

supposedly respectable citizens Astley opposes the cultivated values

of Dorahy, the charity of Lunt, the Jenners and the Boyds, and the

spiritual kindness of Mrs Buckmaster, the wife of the most aggressive

member of the attust group. However, the attempt to oust the group

fails. Dorahy's idealism is rejected by the town's inhabitants who,

conditioned to believe in

1. T. Astley, A Kindnn4 Cup, Melbourne, 1974. All page numbers
will be incorporated in the text.
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... the imperial order of things,
have their loyalties to the
town powers cemented. (p. 152)

Lunt is killed, Dorahy and Boyd are savagely assaulted and Boyd's

printery is burned down.

Although Dorahy and Lunt exhibit the potential for developing the

integrated consciousness which Astley suggests must replace the

aggressive mentality of the entrenched powers, their forceful and

gentle qualities are shown to be imbalanced. Dorahy's sensitivity is

overwhelmed by an inflexible self-righteousness, while Lunt's

passivity is excessive and overrules his assertive traits. The

failure of their challenge is also largely due to an absence of

psychic integration. Dorahy's personality is governed by the

emotional dimension which he is unable to control, a condition that

works against him in his public testimonies regarding the crimes.

Lunt's emotions, on the other hand, are repressed and lead to

tolerance which in its extremity becomes destructive, in that his

refusal to testify against the criminals allows them to escape

justice. For his part, Boyd is guilty of moral irresponsibility, of

'having been ... a yes-man all these years', (p. 115) and he makes his

protest too late. In this 'world of men' (p. 23) the 'masculine'

principle triumphs and the 'feminine' principle is completely

overpowered.

This stark and sombre novel studies, also, the moral strengths

and weaknesses of human beings and the dangers inherent in self-

righteousness. The title and epigraph from Robert Burns's song, Awed

Lang Syne, ironically indicate the hypocrisy and spurious good-

fellowship with which the town elders try to conceal barbaric misdeeds

both past and present. Set in the cane-growing area around the

imaginary North Queensland town of The Taws
2
 at the turn of the

2. See N.J. Tareha, The Legend o6 the Leap, Townsville, 1986,
Appendix IV, p. 62. This work researches the legend
and relates it to A Kindne)s Cup. In a letter to Tareha
Astley says: 'When I started writing I had been reading up
on Charters Tors. Subsequently I changed this to "taws" ...
I was thinking of the phrase "going back to taws" which
means starting again at the beginning.'
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century the novel concerns a legendary tragedy which occurred at The

Leap, north of Mackay, and the author uses this incident to capture

vividly European brutality toward the Aborigines. The invading

settlers' 'dispersal' of the indigenous people, accused of stealing

livestock, culminates in the Aboriginal woman Kowaha's leap from Mount

Mandarana, her destruction, and the miraculous survival of the baby

she carries.

Lieutenant Fred Buckmaster, the leader of the dispersal party, is

absolved of malicious intent at the official enquiry into the affair,

a verdict which outrages Tom Dorahy, the local schoolmaster, who then

leaves The Taws, disillusioned. His purpose in returning twenty years

later is not to celebrate the town's progress during the self-

adulatory 'Back to The Taws'week, but to confront the townspeople with

their guilt regarding this atrocity and the associated maiming of the

white man, Charlie Lunt, which has gone unacknowledged through the

years. This initiates a course of events which leads to calamity,

with the real climax of Kowaha's leap occurring early in the story,

and the secondary climax of another fall, that of Dorahy, Lunt and

Boyd, viciously beaten and hurled from the hall stairs, at the end.
3

The novel's interest lies not so much in the formal events as in

the characters' reaction to them, and its main focus is on Dorahy's

fanatical quest for retribution, and on his distaste for a society

'where masculinity is top dog'. (p. 5) A close reading of Astley's

texts suggests that she believes that the ruling clique, with its code

of control, favours a concept of existence as an explainable, rigid

composition which can be classified and mastered. It suggests that

she is conscious of actuality as a mysterious, fluid process which

must be accepted as indefinable. Here Dorahy supports her notion,

finding the certainties and rigid conceptions of this 'world of men'

(p. 23) untenable. 'This world is the unreality', (p. 1) he insists.

In A Kindnu Cup disintegrating values are reflected in a

dissociation of author and text, as, just as Astley undermines the

entrenched powers, she now undermines the authority of the text. 4

3. See Kinross Smith, op. cit., p. 33.
4. E. Perkins, 'A Life of its Own: A Deconstructive Reading of

Astley's "A Kindness Cup"', Hecate, 11/1, 1985. p. 12.
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The novel is shown to be inspired not by fact, as claimed in the
5

Acknowledgments, but by a legend, while the court proceedings are

based on a Select Committee Report on the Native Police Force

presented in 1861, some years before the massacre.
6
 Again, the

fictional text mentions only white men in Lieutenant Buckmaster's

party whereas court evidence has established that it also contained

native troopers. However, Astley sees the court itself as one of the

civil institutions through which the hitiist group maintains control,
and she refuses to hold it sacred, announcing in the Acknowledgements:

Liberties have been taken with
places and times, and the author
happily admits possible anachronisms.

Uncertainties and inconsistencies within the text again subvert

society's accepted certainties and stress the inconsistencies within

the social system. There is no moral stance taken regarding either

Lunt's policy of passive acceptance or Dorahy's itch for revenge.

Moreover, although the school teacher assures Boyd that thinkers and

writers accomplish more than violent men, the text vehemently

disproves this. 7

The disorder of the structure resembles the disorder of

experience. Based on a legend, it is appropriately episodic,
8
 while

the positioning of the two tragic climaxes stresses the repetitiveness

of disaster. There are four strands: the Mandarana massacre and

Kowaha's leap, the subsequent enquiry, occurrences in the earlier

timespan, such as the schoolroom interludes and the Buckmaster-Jenner

rivalry over Gracie which reveal the main character traits of those
9

concerned, and Dorahy's effort to stir the town's conscience

twenty years later. The novel begins and ends with activities during

the reunion, and the open ending leaves nothing resolved except the

inevitability of further violence and the dangers of self-righteous

people setting themselves up as judges of others.

5. Tareha, op. cit., p. 30.
6. ibid., Appendices I and IV, pp. 43-47, 62-63.
7. Perkins, op. cit., p. 15. See also K. Goldsworthy, 'Voices

in Time: "A Kindness Cup" and "Miss Peabody's Inheritance"',
in Attttatian Litvtaty Sty/in, 12/4, 1986, p. 477.

8. Tareha, op. cit., p. 23.
9. Goldsworthy, op. cit., p. 472.
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The narrative's presentation of past, present and future as a

flowing integration of elements in which the past interacts with both

present and future subverts the ruling clique's inflexibility. This

inflexibility is seen in the town elders' determination to contain

past crimes within the past. The narrative also confounds the

customary notion of events existing in a fixed, chronological line of

cause and effect
10 by a discontinuous fragmenting, at the same time

as it fluidly interweaves past and present with transitional

sentences. The use of the present tense for the reunion week lends

violence immediacy. Dorahy's determined remembering brings the past

violence into the present and precipitates more brutality, as once

again the powerful etitiist group protects its power and once again the

victims are forgotten.
11

The background to this turmoil is a society which in the

nineteenth century was dominated by pastoral invaders who, in an aura

of pioneering heroism, exploited cheap Kanaka labour and pushed ever

further into Aboriginal hunting grounds. This same society, in the

early twentieth century, contained attitudes as provincial and

materialistic as ever, with the typical power-mongers James Buckmaster

and Barney Sweetman knighted

... for milking God's earth ... for
handling the sugar strikes ...
for owning more acres of sweet
grass ... than any man had the
right to control. (p. 2)

The intellectual Dorahy sees the society as militaristic,

controlled by 'mindless, insensitive, money-grubbing bulls' (p. 5) to

whom power is the ultimate good. Here control confers prestige and

James Buckmaster insists,

'I must have a son who can control,
... know how to handle men.' (p. 9)

,
The ruling akte uses violence to express power and to ensure that it

retains it, calling such a procedure progress.
12

Tim Jenner's

initiation into the world of these men at The Taws is by way of Fred

10. Loc. cit.

11. Goldsworthy, op. cit., p. 473.
12. Loc. cit.
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Buckmaster's assault on him. The members of the controlling group

beat Lunt insensible, destroy his leg by tying him to the murdered old

Aborigine, Tiboobi, massacre the tribe at Mandarana, batter Dorahy and

incite the fatal metiz at the hall.

This is a divisive society, with the Separation League demanding

autonomy for North Queensland, its members 'each set in [his] own

prejudice and bigotry'. (p. 33) Between the sexes an 'uncivil war'

(p. 12) is declared, but the deepest division of all is that between

the white and black races. The Aborigines' sense of autonomy is

demolished and they are accorded sub-human status: Buckmaster

contends that 'hunting them down makes a pleasant way of filling in

Sunday'. (p. 12) With 'faces drilled into nothing', (p. 71)

identities expunged, their status as human beings with names and

individual worth is recognized by only the compassionate few. It is

predictable, then, that there is a significant absence of Aboriginal

witnesses at the enquiry.

Economic concerns preclude feeling. The Europeans have no

understanding of the Aborigines' spiritual identification and

integration with the land, nor of a culture wherein individual land

ownership is an unimaginable concept. They are intent on controlling

both the environment and the indigenous people, fearing them as alien,

hostile. Even Lunt has ambivalent feelings about the harsh land,

loving it but addressing it as '... you bitch country', (p. 39) and

Dorahy, 'in love with landscape', (p. 5) is able to understand the

hostility directed at this one,

... this scraggy landscape that bore
the frightful sores of its own history
... where trees grew like mutations. (p. 47)

The related imagery links a dangerous environment with dangerous men

when the 'huge boil-up of cloud' (p. 84) mirrors the 'horrible boil-up

of masculinity' (p. 63) which precipitates the massacre. In the same

way Dorahy's Latin lesson based on the rape of Lucretia links

militarism with sexual aggressiveness. He tells his pupils:

'The militaristic claptrap and the
insolvency of the rapist are equally
subhuman ...' (p. 4)

and warns,
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'If your thinking ... lies only in
the force of your genitals, God
help the world.' (p. 4)

The ruinous lust of Tarquinius teaches them little, however, and

sexuality misdirected into violence spurs the aggression of men who

are without any form of spirituality. Buckmaster experiences 'a

tightening in his groin' (p. 44) when he shoots Tiboobi; after the

massacre the men are purged and Fred Buckmaster feels the rapist's

shame.
13

Astley associates the vulnerability of women with that of the

Aborigines. When Lucy Boyd tends the bloodied Dorahy and Lunt, her

'stooped figure contains elements of tribal lament'. (p. 91)

Buckmaster's 'bodily revenges' (p. 8) on the shanty woman match his

treatment of his wife. When he berates her for defending the rights

of the Aborigines, Mrs. Buckmaster's reply is both a condemnation of

her husband's brutal sexual behaviour and a succinct definition of her

own position as one of the weak victimized by the powerful:

'Ach!' Buckmaster grunted. 'You're
like all the other women after all ...
Sentimental and stupid. First to
squawk if a party of them raped you,
though.'

I've never squawked at rape,' his
wife replied calmly ... (p. 12)

Dorahy's comment is apposite:

'In this noisome little colony ...
some occasional thought should be
given ... to the sex that endures
most of our nastiness.' (p. 5)

His advice is ignored. The insignificance of women in this society is

stressed with their exclusion from consideration and with significant

absences and silences. Dorahy asks the Jenner women their opinion of

his plan to oppose the dispersal; it is not recorded. The teashop

waitress is nameless,
14
 Lunt's girl makes no entrance and the import

of Lucy's love for him is unexplored. Contempt is explicit in the

epithets hurled at Dorahy and intended as abuse, 'bloody unfrocked

nun! A nancy'. (p. 109) Some enlightened women, however, do oppose

13. Perkins, op. cit., p. 16.
14. Loc. cit.
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their controllers, the teachers agitating for equal pay and others

asserting themselves more subtly. Mrs. Buckmaster refuses to accept

her role as one of the 'cake-makers' (p. 10), pursuing her love of

reading despite her husband's taunts, ridiculing, also, his Old

Testament ranting about male sexual rights. Lucy fends off Sweetman's

awkward overtures with genuine mirth. On the other hand, Gracie

Tilburn's attitude is ambivalent.
15 Because of her musical talent,

Gracie is empowered with an almost 'masculine' freedom, career and

financial independence. She both identifies with and is repelled by

male might. That the male world rejects her, however, is made clear

when she makes her plea for Dorahy's cause:

It is so outrageous for a woman to
assert herself among men, the hall is
temporarily shocked and muted.
Fred Buckmaster ... is so apalled
he stops to screech at her,
'Sit down you crazy bitch!' (p. 150)

Gracie's defiance crumbles and she conforms to the stereotyped role of

sentimental singer of times past.

Institutionalized religion has little influence on these 'men of

God' (p. 65) who massacre Aborigines after attending Sunday services.

Dorahy tells Tim Jenner:

'You're entering, the world of men ...
Christ was wasting his time. It
would take a score of Gethsemanes.' (p. 23)

To Buckmaster and his ilk

Christ was the New Testament revealed
once a week by a minister who viewed
him joylessly. He was presented as
totally pale-skinned and it was to a
white man they sang their whining
hymns. (p. 12)

Education is emasculating to such intellectually shallow men.

Buckmaster insists it

'... won't do much but make you
useless when it comes to dealing
with men.' (p. 10)

When Dorahy exposes the boys to elementary classics and Wordsworth

Buckmaster scoffs at young Jenner's assertion that with a touch of

15. Loc. cit.
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culture they will do better for themselves:

'With your piddling bits of filthy
Latin! With your sexless poets,
your witless grammarians!' (p. 9)

Astley, once again rejecting authoritarian certainties, resorts

to ambiguity. The text makes no dogmatic judgements and is equivocal

in its final assessment of humanitarian and materialistic concerns.

Are the landowners worthy pioneers or greedy capitalists?
16

Is

racist brutality then and now to be attributable to ignorance and to

the panic reaction of invaders toward those who are in possession and

therefore seen as enemies? Are the aborigines savage marauders or

deracinated innocents? Are the magistrate's findings a fair estimate

of the situation?

... the entire unhappy events were the result
of wrongly placed enthusiasm, a perhaps
too nice sense of injustice and the
understandable grievance of men who found
the difficulties of living - and I mean
pioneer living - aggravated to an unbearable
pitch by the extra annoyance the blacks posed
to their efforts. (p. 143)

Dorahy's motives are equally ambiguous. He is a misfit, unable

to conform to this male world, 'never being one of your footballers

with their intemperate logic'. (p. 16) His consciousness consists of

both assertive and gentle characteristics. Seeing himself as the

town's conscience, he adopts a stance of authority and an urge for

primitive action, even as he feels a sense of self-revulsion at the

aggressiveness of his mission.
17

His personality is not well-integrated. His intellectual talents

are neglected, with 'projects contemplated but not even begun', (p.

108) and the text makes no mention of his sexuality at all, except to

hint that his bachelordom is due to a long-lasting admiration for

Lucy. He is dominated by his emotional dimension, and the distortion

of his personality creates an 'inner devil' (p. 99) which, together

with his Old Testament 'crabby morality' (p. 79) drives him on to his

destructive mission. He admits that one should 'forgive places as

much as people', (p. 15) but his spiritual potential, so obvious in

16. Tareha, op. cit., p. 3.
17. Perkins, op. cit., p. 16.
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some instances, is eroded by a lack of charity in his bitter attitude

toward the criminals, and by his irresponsibility in forcing Lunt to

be an unwilling martyr. Successful only in inciting more violence,

Dorahy's vendetta is seen to be almost as destructive as the behaviour
,

of the etktust group.

Thus uncertainties arise regarding the genuine morality of

Dorahy's cause. Is he driven by the desire to impose his own ideals,

to verify his own superiority? He admits to a feeling of insecurity:

'Dubiety about his role of avenging prophet nibbles'. (p. 79) Deluding

himself that his main concern is the ostracism of Lunt, and that he

wants only repentance, he admits that he is looking for reprisal and

that he is conducting 'a personal vendetta on Buckmaster and his mob'.

(p. 115) The text brands him as fanatical, a man of a 'terrible

righteousness', (p. 62) while the reasonable Boyd, finding his cause

both valid and foolish, sees him as a 'poor muddled bastard' (p. 75)

and 'a real agent ptovocateut i . (p. 129) Lunt believes that he is

'crazed for a wrong cause'. (p. 136)

Again destabilizing the complacency of the establishment's

certainties, Astley emphasizes the difficulties of perception. Light

imagery seeks to define truth: 'They are all seated in the sun now.

Nothing can be hidden'. (p. 78) However, the assertion that the past

will be truly revealed is contradicted as it becomes clear that the

account of events at Mandarana in the text differs from the evidence

proffered in court. There are obviously two ways of seeing the

episode.
18

In the same way when Dorahy tells Boyd that Lunt is the

reason for his return 'he is speaking the truth though it is a

different truth for Boyd'. (p. 75) Dorahy 'refuses to see himself as

a troublemaker' (p. 83) until Boyd's vision of him as just that

surprises him into 'a silent admission of hatred greater than

charity'. (p. 75) Again, the school teacher's protest against the

dispersal plan is based on his insistence that opposing viewpoints

must be considered. Yet, just as the power-men refuse to consider the

Aborigines' rights, so Dorahy is unprepared to consider Buckmaster's

evaluation of the atrocities as 'growing pains' (p. 49), a regrettable

18. Goldsworthy, op. cit., p. 475.
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but inevitable element in the country's development. Nor is he able

to see that for Lunt the past must be obliterated. In this way

Dorahy's expectation that others share his vision is as self-centred

as that of Buckmaster when that worthy, as one of the controlling

group, attempts to impose his values and loyalties on Lunt: 'You have

to see things like the rest of us'. (p. 38) Lunt, true to his

conscience, maintains, 'I only have to see things the way I see them'.

(p. 38) Lunt is also shrewd enough to see that Dorahy wants him at

the reunion for his own ends, and it is his furious denunciation which

reveals to the school teacher the disastrous outcome of his self-

righteousness.

Lunt is essentially a gentle man who exercises both his

aggressive and caring qualities in a potentially unified

consciousness. He asserts himself with the decision to defy the elliti4t

group by protecting the neighbouring Aborigines. His nurturing traits

include a harmonious association with the indigenous people as he

shares his food with them and nurses the sick Tiboobi. He is

generous, also, with help for his white neighbours, and he is close

to nature, loving the land and attending to his animals. He waits,

like many a woman, for the mate who never appears.
19
 A charitable

man, Lunt is driven by love, not hate.

Like Dorahy, there is an ascetic air about Lunt which suggests

repressed sexuality. Certainly over the years his all-forgiving

spirituality represses his emotions disproportionately so that his

personality becomes discordant, and ultimately self-destructive.

Ironically, the healthy rage he feels at the reunion finale is

directed not at his persecutors, but at those who aim to expose them,

and the focus of blame shifts from the town's thugs onto the

avengers.
20

Even allowing for his 'lust for charity', (p. 35) the text does

not overtly endorse Lunt's stance. If he sees Dorahy's implacability

as petty righteousness, then his own refusal to take action against

his attackers, his cynical insistence on its futility, no matter how

well-founded, can be judged as irresponsible. Forgiveness, after all

19. Perkins, op. cit., pp. 15-16.
20. See also L. Clancy, op. cit., p. 50.
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carries with it the expectation of reform. His conviction that his

attackers 'carry their punishment inside' (p. 56) is unconvincing in

the face of their repeated brutality, just as his excuse that he and

Dorahy could have been the aggressors in no way exonerates the

townsmen.

The complexity of the printer Boyd is not explored in depth, but

it is obvious that he, too, is capable of developing the desirable

unified consciousness. The narrator says of the Boyd home: 'Like

everything about this house, the steps are firm and resolute', (p.

137) giving the impression of the owners' moral stability. With this

strength Boyd combines associativeness, a 'need to touch which no one

has ever guessed at'. (p. 104) Although his longstanding

irresponsibility warps his personality he has also the potential to

develop self-integration. Talking with him Gracie senses 'a coherence

about this man ... that makes her loves and fears seem paltry'. (p.

142) Astley is adamant that the self must be integrated with others,

and Boyd understands the nature of fellowship, musing:

Friendship is like trapeze artistry
for gods of the high wire ... one
swings and the other, trusting in the
first and in God, wheels over all
sorts of abysses of mistrust to be
caught firmly by welcoming hands.
Or words. (p. 139)

He communicates with both the town powers and Dorahy, becoming 'a
,	 ,

necessary irritant' (p. 32) to the aktust group and providing some
curb on Dorahy's mania. Too long unprepared to interfere, his latent

spirituality surfaces when 'something begins to ache ... persistently

- soul?' (p. 118) He writes his expose of the scandal to atone for

his former irresponsibility, too late, however, to provoke the

townspeople's shame.

Astley resorts to the use of the oversketch in depicting the

villainous town-powers. The violence and power of the Buckmasters,

father and son, is obviously and heavily emphasized with bull imagery.

His personality askew, James is possessed by a raging discontent.

Fanatically opposed to intellectual development, sexually unsatisfied,

dominated by his passions, he exudes destructiveness. His violent

excesses, he deludes himself, are both reasonable and even righteous.
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Not surprisingly, conditioned as Fred Buckmaster is to be 'a man among

men', (p. 10) he develops into a vengeful, brutal man, although the

complete absence of any of his sensitive mother's characteristics is

remarkable. Aware as Dorahy is of the bad example set by some of the

parents, it is to his discredit as a teacher that he dismisses the

adolescent Fred so contemptuously instead of making more effort to

guide him into gentler ways. As a Lieutenant in the Native Police

Force, Fred continues to misuse the power with which his father

secured him the position. Middle-age finds him a crass, self-centred

publican who heads the pack which savages Dorahy, Lunt and Boyd. Like

Sweetman, the Buckmasters in their want of care for others signify

'the eclipse of the soul'. (p. 130)

The difficulties of perception are once again illustrated with

Sweetman, who, behind his angelic smile, is a shifty political

conniver, both false Messiah and Judas. Decent Jenner and his

intelligent son, Tim, with their liberal, cultivated values, act as a

contrast to the frenetic Buckmasters. Yet for all that, they are

strangely passive. Except for their protest against the dispersal,

nowhere does the text show them challenging their society or demanding

compensation for any of the victims. As Jenner tells Dorahy, nobody

cares; realists, not idealists, survive in The Taws.

The style of the novel is as uneven as the text, with the court

scenes realistic and the scene-changes impressionistic.21

Descriptive passages are uncharacteristically rare, and the prose is

economical, with tense sentences and taut paragraphs. Open-ended and

impressionistic syntax spurns restrictive certainties:

Where he. Under crushing dust.
Velvet crushes. And the flies
busy. A youngish man then. (p. 1)

Astley's verbal pyrotechnics produce some awkward phrases, for

example, 'the figged park and the bottle-lollied picnic kiosk', (p. 2)

and she is sometimes pretentiously abstruse. For example she has

Buckmaster, as he gauges the reactions of the men at the council

meeting, 'sifting the perhaps of those ten faces'. (p. 33)

21. Perkins, op. cit., p. 17.
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Her figurative devices usually work well. Lunt finds the

Aborigines' 'consonants straggly as eucalyptus'. (p. 41) Meanwhile

the terrible opposition of natural grandeur and human carnage is

stressed by juxtaposition:

The world, the stupendous view,
narrowed to a horror of shots and
shouts and screams ... (p. 69)

Music is used to make yet another comment as Gracie's sentimental

songs contrast with the savagery of her audience. With Astley's

customary religious terminology Dorahy's return is his 'Calvary'. (p.

120) Both human transience and disintegrating social values are

expressed with imagery of deterioration as 'old crumbling Lunt' (p.

32) feels even the security of 'the banal matters of living crumble'.

(p. 38)

Language displays its strengths and weaknesses. Lunt both

communicates with the Aborigines and manipulates them:

It had taken him years to learn
what the law had never learnt,
that the best boomerang to use
against them was the threat of
silence. (p. 42)

Tim Jenner becomes aware that words may be used as a weapon of

cruelty,

... that the blows dealt in
metaphor were deadlier than the
thwack of flesh on flesh. (p. 13)

Astley demonstrates that language is an inadequate means of

communicating truths by revealing the inconsistencies between the

narrator's account of the events at Mandarana and the court

evidence.
22

Its deterioration as a communicative power is obvious

as the excessively emotional Dorahy becomes incoherent in court.

Similarly, in the face of violence it becomes impotent as Boyd's

newspaper article is rendered useless when the power-mongers burn down

his printery. At Mandarana, verbal commands cannot prevent slaughter,

'Words, at this point, failed', (p. 70) while language's limitations

are distressingly apparent in the innocuous word 'dispersal' which

does not convey adequately its monstrous connotations.

22. Goldsworthy, op. cit., p. 476.
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The absurd reunion festivities afford the only comedy in this

dark novel as Sweetman distorts the past with mawkish ctich,
inflated nostalgia and fatuous hypocrisy while his applauding visitors

are all disappointed, all glad they escaped the town and all longing

to go home.

Astley's ironies emphasize the ironies existing in the

centralized power system, with the dullard Fred putting to good use,

in the dispersal, his classical gleanings of Hannibal's timeless

tactics taught to him by Dorahy. The settlers despise a primitive

race for 'behaving like animals' (p. 36) while they, the 'fox-faced

men' (p. 68) indulge in primitive bloodlust. In the same way,

Sweetman lauds the citizens' self-sacrifice and ignores the obscene

sacrifice of the aborigines on their ritual altar at Mandarana.

Crowning all is the exquisitely satirical account of Lieutenant

Buckmaster's exchange with the magistrate regarding the effects of

civilization:

Do you think the crime of rape is common
among the blacks? Is it on the increase
among them?

It is on the increase as they become
civilised.

As they become civilised? That is a strange
answer, lieutenant.

As they become civilised, the cases of
rape become more frequent, Lieutenant
Buckmaster repeated stubbornly.

You are suggesting that white customs
lead to degradation in an observant other race?

I suppose so.

Mr. Sheridan was feeling completely
bemused. Idiotically he asked, Do
you observe much mortality among the
blacks?

Lieutenant Buckmaster blew his nose.
There have been a number of cases
since I came to the district. (p. 31)
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In Astley's microcosm, The Taws, the massacre of the Aborigines

demonstrates yet another aspect of human cruelty. She uses the

behaviour of Sweetman, the Buckmasters and the other planters in the

enclosed circle of town powers to reveal the divisiveness of and

deficiencies within the hierarchical power structure as the honoured

citizens are shown to be insincere, violent people. Sweetman, the

politician, beguiling his audience with false bonhomie, covering up

antagonisms with his talk of comradeship, typifies those global

leaders who mislead the masses with trickery and 'political

obsurantism'. (p. 135)

The Buckmasters' treatment of Dorahy, Lunt and Boyd who go

'against the grain' (p. 115) illustrates the ruthlessness of power-

mongers who use force to drive out those who challenge them. At The

Taws the narrowminded attitudes which deny the value of refinement and

education and foster a society based on self-interest and 'male logic'

(p. 141) reflect the outlook of those who, world-wide, pursue economic

and social power and warp the growth of spiritual kindness.

In their treatment of the Aborigines, the town leaders' self-

righteousness matches that of world powers who insist on the fairness

of their own policies without acknowledging the rights of others.

Dorahy muses about the atrocities:

... the whole town knew at the time
but was never prepared to make
outright challenges'. (p. 114)

The townspeople's refusal to take action against the eititbst group is

just as reprehensible as the failure of the masses to protest against

the militaristic policies of their leaders.

Astley's fiction suggests that the divisiveness of the

centralized government must give way to the integration of peoples.

She illustrates this here by showing that the only true community at

The Taws is that of the compassionate group composed of Lunt, the

Jenners and the Boyds, whose members, instead of enclosing themselves

in their own circle, communicate with others, reach out 'for the

significance of hand-clasps, the touch of eyes'. (p. 135) These are

the people who nurture Kowaha's child.
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As the twentieth century begins, the characters of A Kindnn4 Cup

journey back to The Taws. Astley suggests that, as the century ends,

the Australian nation also should go back to 'taws', to the beginning,

and confront its handling of the disadvantaged. Too much dwelling on

past failures, however, can only hinder attempts to make fair and

intelligent decisions for the future. Astley is not entirely

pessimistic; for her, hope is immanent in the survival of Kowaha's

child who is both an Aborigine and a female.

Another small town like The Taws is the setting for An Item Fum

the Late Netim. In this novel Astley implies that each specific act of

cruelty contributes to the possibility of that final one which will

destroy the earth with nuclear weapons.
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AN ITIII FROM THE LATE NEWS 

The glimmer of optimism prompted by the Aboriginal child's

survival in A Kindne44 Cup perhaps inspired Astley's next work,

Hunting the Witd Pineappte. 1
This collection of stories, despite

the undertone of cruelty, is as bracing as a wintry breeze. However,

the dark mood and outraged tone return in An Item F4OM the Late Nem, 2

an alarmingly relevant and harrowing work in which Astley explores the

nature of evil in a morally distorted society. This is a society

which uses technology not for human well-being, but for the production

of genocidal nuclear weapons. Astley infers that there can be no

shelter from nuclear blast and radiation while there is no shelter

from individual acts of cruelty, that 'form of human radiation' (p. 191)

so aptly demonstrated by Cropper, Moon and Gabby.

This is the novel which best sums up Astley's ideas as presented

in my Introduction. She shows the way in which centralized

governments, greedy for power and possessions, solve problems by force

rather than by fraternalism. She stresses the absence of spiritual

direction in a heartless and irresponsible society which gives the

power to make critical decisions to this ruling clique. She exposes

the heartlessness of controllers who are prepared to instigate nuclear

war, the ultimate example of human cruelty. Moon's vengeful violence

at the bullfight, Gabby's betrayal and Cropper's war with and murder

of Wafer are shown to be part of the unending violence which, in this

century alone, has instigated the Jewish purges, Hiroshima, the

horrors of Vietnam, and which now threatens humanity with nuclear

annihilation.

The town of Allbut is seen as a microcosm of this global

violence. Here, the	 group led by Sergeant Cropper and

Councillor Brim, that 'clique you couldn't break into no matter how

you tried', (p.140) represents the group of 'hit men, the political

mafia who run the world'. (p. 59) This is a society based on a

centralized power system in which, with impunity, a police sergeant is

able to murder an innocent man. Here legal institutions are shown to

1. This work is studied in the next chapter.
2. T. Astley, An Item Fltom the Late Newts, Ringwood, 1984. All

page numbers will be incorporated in the text.
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the minority groups. 3

Against the aggressive e.2 it 	 group Astley opposes the spiritual

values contained in Wafer and Emmie's imaginative 'wit ... gentleness

and grace', (p. 4) in Wafer's determination to divest himself of

material possessions, in his compassionate treatment of the

underprivileged and in the caring nature of Doss. Against the violent

finality of the bomb she opposes life-affirming continuity.

The main challenge to the power-mongers comes from Wafer, Emmie

and Doss. Wafer is one of those who, according to Colley, 'yield

their rights ... when they break the rules'. (p. 139) He defies the

ruling clique by helping the circus owners, rescuing Rosie and her

son and hoodwinking the sapphire hunters. Emmie challenges Cropper's

right to force her presence in the hotel bar, defies Jerrold's order

to leave the bullfight and defeats Moon's attempt to rape her. Doss

refuses to conform to her traditional gender role and ridicules

Cropper's officiousness. Gabby refuses to be ousted from the group of

sapphire hunters but eventually she joins them in Wafer's persecution,

and her final protest is ineffectual as Cropper forcibly repels her.

Even though Cropper and Gabby recognize Wafer's achievement of some

kind of spiritual victory, by society's values the challenge fails.

Wafer is shot, Emmie and Doss disappear.

Although Wafer possesses a unified consciousness, he fails to

attain self-integration, and, because the aggression of the

established powers has deprived him of his father, he fears the

integration with others which Astley suggests is vital for psychic

health. Emmie has both a developing unified consciousness and a

fusion of qualities which suggests that she will achieve

self-integration, but she disappears.

This is a political novel which, instead of dwelling on society's

effect on the individual, explores in more depth the troubled society

itself. It is an apocalyptic, futuristic and surrealistic work; an

urgent, despairing countdown to the holocaust, a countdown begun by

3. See also Gilbert, op. cit., p. 123.

84
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Sadie in The Acotyte with her meticulously dated lists of survival

tactics.

The central symbol of the work is Allbut, a deteriorating, all

but dead mining town in outback North Queensland 4 in which the

established powers violate one man's freedom.
5
 This 'mini-empire'

(p. 144) mirrors the larger world where not only the principle of

autonomy but the survival of the human race depends on the

machinations of the profit-motivated, empire-building super-powers and

their puppet heads of state.

The title suggests not only the lateness of the hour in the

countdown, but the callous way in which the victim's death will be

reported as just one small item in the nightly recital of

international violence.
6
 The epigraph,

There will be no hope for man until he
returns to the caves. Higher phases
are reached by exaltation, illusion,
fanaticism ...

repeats Simone Weil's warning that the only hope for humanity lies in

the rejection of materialistic values and a return to simplicity such

as Wafer's. Emerging from Astley's fiction is her notion that

spiritually degenerated humanity must evolve a new way of thinking.

Close reading of the texts discloses her perception of hierarchical

structures of control as destructive because they reflect mostly the

power-hungry, aggressive attributes which are traditionally labelled

'masculine'. Astley's work suggests that these must be integrated

with the protective, nurturing qualities which are traditionally

4. See B. Clunies-Ross, 'The Art of Randolph Stow', in
Mekidian, VI, No. 1, pp. 47-55. Although Clunies-Ross
does not make the comparison, his discussion of Stowe's
novels reveals parallels between An Item Fkom the Late News
and Toukmatine. Both novels are set in the near future;
both Allbut and the town of Tourmaline are temporally and
geographically isolated and are central symbols; the word
'nothing' recurs throughout each work, and Astley's listing
of destroyed civilizations finds its echo in the epigraph
of Totamatine, which is from St-John Perse's Anaba4e,
a prose poem based on images of the growth and destruction
of civilizations.

5. See H. Garner, 'In the Tradition of "Wake in Fright"', The
Nationat Timis, October 17-23, 1982, p. 22, a review which
links An Item FkOM the Late New's with K. Cook's Wake in Fright.

6. In The Autyte, p. 53, Vesper refers to the report of
Freckles' murder as 'this late-evening headline'.
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called 'feminine' to form that new way of thinking. Then the exercise

of this integrated consciousness may herald society's return to the

simplicity of which Weil speaks.

Using a first person narrator, Astley returns to the female

viewpoint of Grit With a Monkey and A Vewant	 G,m)sip.

The flippant tone of the neurotic Gabby, who is a character inside the

narrative, neither disguises her anger nor the fact that the narrative

is both a confession and a self-confrontation by which she hopes to

assuage the guilt and self-revulsion she feels at her complicity in

Wafer's death. Ever aware of the mysterious, fluid nature of

existence and the impossibility of conveying inflexible reality,

Astley uses the flexible device of the conk,mio amantiis. Gabby tells

us:

I am the omniscient narrator. I am a
weaver of knowns and almost knowns.
I translate. I paraphrase. (p. 152)

She further supports her ides of mysterious fluidity by undermining

conventional expectations with Jerrold's contention that

... a man's history is ... a compound
of rumour, fact and variables ... (p. 38)

These statements and other explanatory intrusions contribute

effectively to the atmosphere of disturbance and disruption. Astley

rejects traditional literary modes by interrupting the chronological

line of the narrative with analepsis and prolepsis, determined to

register her protest against long-accepted certainties.

It is interesting to note that the narrative pattern of

regression and progression is structured in the form of a board-game,

'Move forward ten years. Return to Go'. (p.4) These instructions

suggest inflexibility with their insistence on the need for rules in

the game of life, while at the same time the work stresses life's

fluid random quality. In Allbut Wafer breaks the rules of a

conformist community and the authorities break the rules of fair play,

while chance plays its own devious game. By ironical chance Wafer

picks up the gemstone which dooms him on his way to the same area in

which, long ago, his raped Aunt Clancy found refuge as Arch Wetters.

Chance direct Moon and the Colleys to the lake. Colley's accident
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occasions Emmie's presence at Wafer's shack, and it is only by chance

that Moon arrives just as Wafer comforts the frightened girl. Chance

puts the circus people in the way of Wafer's Good Samaritanism while

Cropper's chance sighting of it inspires his lethal hatred. Again,

the Jerrolds' frequent chess games suggest the manoeuvrings of the

super-powers as they try to outdo each other in the arms race, moves

which will very likely ensure that the concept of chance in human

affairs is replaced by the certainty of destruction.

Gabby tells the story of Wafer, the focus of Allbut's suppressed

violence. As a child, the forty-ish hippy saw his father blown apart

by a bomb in the London blitz. His life-long fear of bombs culminates

in a search for an effective bomb-shelter, a quest he believes

fulfilled in the countryside surrounding Allbut.

The suspicion of the philistine townspeople toward this tolerant,

self-sufficient misfit changes to hostility when it becomes known

through Moon, another 'blow-in', (p. 3) that on his way to the lake

Wafer has picked up a sapphire-bearing stone. His insistence that he

has forgotten where he found it, that he is interested in it as a good

luck symbol rather than in its market value, is taken as a refusal to

share his 'find'. In the resulting conflict the townspeople, always

hoping for the 'big strike' (p. 83), support Cropper in a bid to

blackmail Wafer. They threaten to prosecute him for having an illicit

relationship with Emmie unless he shows them the original location of

the stone. Tension is sustained in an atmosphere of uneasy menace.

This tension reaches its climax when the frustrated policeman cold-

bloodedly shoots and kills the scapegoat Wafer as he makes a pitiful

escape attempt.

The many references to stopped clocks and discarded watches

enhance the symbolism of Allbut by suggesting its temporal as well as

geographical isolation 7 , as three time strands, the swathe of

history, the story's 'couple of months' (p. 1) and Gabby's 'now' are

integrated:

I look back. I was. I am. I am now.
Very now. I was then. (p. 1)

7. See also R. D. Haynes, 'Shelter from the Holocaust: Thea
Astley's "An Item From the Late News", in Southeitty,

Vol. 2, 1988, pp. 138-51.
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The unholy action occurs, ironically, during the season of goodwill,

over the Christmas and New Year period of 1982/1983. Not directly

stated, this can be deduced by the fact that the family photograph

viewed just prior to Christmas Day by Wafer, Gabby and Emmie is dated

May, 1902, and by the narrator's remark that Emmie 'couldn't drag her

eyes away from this trapped moment eighty years away'. (p. 95) When

Gabby records these events she is remembering those 'two months ten

years ago', (p. 1) indicating that her 'now' is in the year 1993.

Again Astley emphasizes the difficulties of perception, exposing

the shadow worlds which lurk beneath the deceptive worlds of

appearances. Society's corruption is obvious in the ugly underside of

cities like San Francisco with its

... junkies and shovers and tarts,
the shine of filthy kerbs under the
prettiness of it all ... (p. 76)

while in Allbut the force of evil is latent in the apparent normality

as the citizens

... eat cooked breakfasts, listen to
the six o'clock news, de-tick their
dogs and go to sleep in front of the
television. (p. 26)

Arch Wetters with her copy of The Gotden Bough would assuredly

affirm the value of myths, rituals and memories as they play their

part in consoling and integrating humanity, and in providing the

desirable continuity. In order to stress the divisiveness generated

by hierarchical institutions which devalue human life and threaten to

end continuity with nuclear war, Astley proceeds to destabilize the

whole framework of myth and legend which promotes human cohesion. The

circus people and Wafer find that mateship is merely a ctiche. The

dwellers in the Allbut wilderness are exposed as not holy but greedy

desert fathers, 'fossickers for more than the gold of God'. (p. 86)

Wafer in the role of Moses, 'a bonded leader of men wryly hoeing away

into the desert with the disciples packed close', (p. 169) leads them

to no promised land, and as a Christ figure, he effects no redemption.

Only Charon, ferrier of the dead in the underworld, remains unassailed

and 'Charon drives a truck these days'. (p. 195)

Furthers the significance of the human quest for meaning, parodied

by the pathetic search for sapphires, is undermined when the
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senselessness of Wafer's death postulates only a frightening

meaninglessness. In such a context the irrationality which would

incite a conflict wherein the human race points weapons of chaos at

itself is accepted as the norm. This nightmarish situation is

presented in the surrealistic aspects of the novel. The names

'Wafer', 'Stobo', 'Moon' and 'Jam' are as bizarre as the mental states

of some of the characters. Gabby is neurotic and Wafer

anxiety-obsessed, while 'crazy Moon' (p. 130) is a psychopath and

Cropper paranoic and sadistic. Within 'the upland country of the

Australian nightmare' (p. 63) distorted shadows and flickering lights

accompany the 'insane ritual' (p. 120) of the bullfight, with the men

monstrous in bullhorns and the women close to hysteria. Cropper

caught in the headlight glow is 'like a mediaeval grotesque' (p. 197)

and Moon's blank face with its mad eyes is 'wiped clean like a

dreamer's'. (p. 66) Among the rocks Wafer feels 'strange,

dissociated', (p. 191) while 'the madness of his plight' (p. 126)

matches the absurdity of destructive social structures and of the

human condition.

The author underscores the aggressive nature of the controlling

group by relating aggression to the land itself. Wafer is conscious

of the rejection of grace:

'... this country, this tough
backblocks stuff, pays little
tribute to elegance. Even of
expression.' (p. 97)

Human beings are divided from the land and there are 'terrible

tensions between landscape and flesh'. (p. 97) Gabby feels them in

the 'inflexible' (p. 170) country around Allbut, in the 'sudden sheer

threats' (p. 146) of its ranges, and this microcosmic environment

expands into that of the planet, its rocks

... still silenced from the explosion
that had flung them there, holding
themselves close with embedded memories
that went back ... to the time when
Cropper was a string of slime smeared
at the sea's edge. (p. 170)

The author suggests that power must be devalued if human beings

are to live in harmony. The world power structures act no more

arbitrarily than Cropper and Brim, leaders of the enclosed
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establishment in Allbut, as they demonstrate their determination to

wield control. Cropper's controlling tentacles reach into the

surrounding towns and impede Wafer's right to travel, just as the

super-powers thrust nuclear installations into other countries and

then proceed to bar citizens from their own territory.

Wafer is caustic about the misuse of power when he can be held as

a hostage:

'Oh truly here in Allbut we are hostages
as much as those fifty Yanks, six
Londoners, twenty-three Cubans, the
Italian Leader of the National Party,
the three North Ireland coppers' ... (p. 139)

There will be nothing democratic, he believes, when and if the few

privileged powermongers emerge from their shelters after the bomb

drops to establish yet another hierachical institution:

'... there'll be feudal overlords
with survival packs who'll get
the whole thing going again and
the poor wretches of survivors,
if there are any, with their
sickness and their sores, will be
willing slaves for a can of
uncontaminated beans.' (p. 59)

Astley looks satirically at Allbut's materialistic citizens whose

dream of 'a plug of foreign capital' (pp. 105-06) is part of a

universal malaise of disintegrating self-respect. Australia,

unprotestingly exploited for so long by England, for the sake of

economic growth becomes a whore, 'a dame with hot pants - give give

give to any takers', (p. 39) selling land to foreign industrialists,

handing over portions of sovereignty to a foreign power for nuclear

bases which invite retaliatory destruction. Gabby sees greedy

overseas property developers capitalizing on fear and credulity,

advertising bomb shelters 'as smart for pre-bomb living as for later',

(p. 29) their materialism and stunted sensibility reflecting that of

... an anarchic world of money-grabbing,
fast food bars, asylum advertising ... (p. 149)
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In this small town where a stone monument glorifies its dead

warriors the aggression which initiates wars is encouraged by 'manly

games' (p. 26) of competitive sport, and by its own private war-game,

the ritual bullfight. Meanwhile, global war-games escalate,

displayed nightly on television screens through the smoke of

'supersonic missiles and sinking nuclear submarines'. (p. 58)

Astley exposes other divisive aspects of hierarchical authority.

Jerrold achieves officer class in the army

... not because of any innate
ability to lead but because he'd
been to the right private school ... (p. 4)

and, like Vinny, Emmie is ostracized at school because of her cheap

clothing. The victims of authoritarianism are the weak, non-

conformers like Wafer and the marginal groups. The women, 'the

enemy', (p. 52) are kept on the periphery of this society and the

Aborigines forced into humpies on the town's outskirts.

The rape of the dummies is a symbolic act of sexual aggression by

those men who see women as objects. Aunt Clancy is raped and Moon

assaults Emmie, whose own father uses her as a pawn in the

blackmailing of Wafer. Gabby is arrogantly banished from the all-male

town assembly. Mrs. Brim, cooking a hot Christmas dinner in searing

weather, is a traditionalist who accepts uncritically the prevailing

mote. Gabby's mother is ground down by them and Mrs. Colley makes

her stand as a rebel too late. Aunt Clancy, aware of her

powerlessness as a woman, assumes a male role as the boundary rider,

Arch Wetters.
8

Doss, dismissing a suitor, succinctly sums up the sexual politics

of the establishment:

'Listen, Buster, it's always been the
same for your lot to have it your
way. No sweat. No pack-drill. Not
a tuppenny cuss for the woman you sleep
with, the kids you sire. If there's
anywhere in the world one of you
who actually likes women or kids, the
rest of you think he's unnatural,
a poof. It's manly not to care.' (p. 52)

8. Arch Wetters follows in the tradition of Nosy Alf Jones,

in Furphy's Such
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Women are victimized around the globe. Gabby says:

I've watched women on the telly crying
in Israel and Syria and Palestine. I've
watched them emptied out of their houses
in Cambodia, Afghanistan, Soweto. I've
watched them in the bread queques in
Poland. (p. 132)

The Aborigines are humiliated. The drinkers at the 'Wowser'

strip the dignity of Ted Wonga as callously as Cropper, in the name of

quarantine regulations, forces Rosie Wonga and her child to strip

naked so that he can burn their clothes. The policeman is a pharisaic

law-enforcer:

He might ride a gin now and again when
he was away on scrub duty or even in
the back room closenesses of the shanties
but that didn't, by God, stop him from
chasing the drunken sows off main street
and shoving them in the lock-up for a
night's cool-off without benefit of
chamber pot. (p. 116)

The author uses allusions to past cultural, economic and

political catastrophes on every continent to emphasize the way in

which hierarchical authority promotes human cruelty. Wafer as a

Mosaic figure evokes the Egyptian enslavement of the Jews, the scent

of Roman savagery clings to the bullfight with its 'stench of lion's

breath, sand and an imperial thumb down', (p. 123) while Gabby sees

the assembly of town elders as a 'sick Star Chamber'. (p. 164)

The aggression in Allbut becomes part of the novel's catalogue of

the controlling group's militarism which lists the Punic, Napoleonic

and Boer wars, World Wars One and Two, the wars in Korea and Vietnam

and the ongoing strife in the Middle East. With their penchant for

greed and cruelty, ancient societies are seen to be as corrupted as

our own. The name of the neighbouring village, Jericho Crossing,

reminds Gabby of the other Jericho's tumbling walls; the bullfight

recalls both the lost Cretan civilization with its bull-leaping

displays, and Spain with its wealth wasted on wars; while the ruins

of Mayan Chichen Itza lie with Wafer's poster amid the blackened

remains of his shack. Always there is the image of Hiroshima, that

obscene atomic experiment on human life and the herald of our own
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destruction.

Spiritual values are disintegrating in this society and

institutionalized religion makes no effectual protest against the

power-mongers. During Allbut's 'barbaric Christmas' (p. 1) the

'Christ Child was forgotten'. (p. 142) The Tridentine Mass which once

promoted communication, 'a sense of familiarity in any part of the

world', (p. 26) is replaced by glossy American television programmes

whose viewers are linked in an absurdly superficial association.

Astley's fiction suggests that fellowship among peoples is an

essential element in global harmony. It is ironic then, that in the

broadened capacity for communication afforded by television the

development of global fellowship is hindered, as bta4e viewers become

indifferent to the victims of international disasters made commonplace

by their frequency.

Again Astley infers that time is the element in which we exist,

that our lives are a fluid movement through time. Wafer insists that

'We are the only movers'. (p. 2)
9 He tries to convince Stobo that

avarice is pointless in view of human transience, with humanity moving

... from nothing to nothing as far
as the world counts - saints, criminals,
Long Island millionaires, public service
stenographers, doormen, never-to-be-heard-of
primitives in remote floating islands,
factory workers, headline makers, Bombay
cripples, Colombian hillsmen, 42nd street
pimps, tarts, junkies ... (p. 166)

Forced from his personal Eden, like Doc. Tripp in Hunting the Witd
Pineapple Wafer concedes that in this flux of integrated humanity the

concept of an enclosed and isolated individual importance is a

delusion:

Two thousand million years from protozoa
to this, the I of me, muscle-trim for a
few decades and thinking snappy, the
ultimate aim of all that wriggling pond
life, me. Me and my contemporaries ... (p. 149)

9. See also in An Item F'Lom the Late News:	 'For there was no
flux in time ...' (p. 25) and 'Or us passing through time'. (p. 85)
See in Hunting the Witd Pineappte:	 '... not one of us ... but
is eternally moving across that stationary screen of stone,
iron, bronze, and dollar ages ...' (p. 13) and 'I'm inclined
to think the only moving is done by us'. (p. 162)
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He becomes aware of himself as part of the life cycle:

... how quickly that flare of personal
importance dies down. There was
already another be-fooled generation
breathing on his neck ... (p. 149)

However, as Gabby says, each person matters, each one of those

... who grew, bred, achieved a new
spear or sling or ankle-chain or a
piece of cloth to woo a girl with,
who tilled share plots in Hungary,
swept gutters in Billingsgate,
dropped from scaffolding in Venice
and died without having made the
shallowest dint on the inexorable
spin of the world. (p. 85)

Astley is aware that the human species produces creators as well

as destroyers, and she sees art as a force which is capable of feeding
10

the spirit,	 and which integrates human beings through a sense of

communion. Gabby muses:

I believe ... that the psychic energies
of the Monets, the Mozarts, the Rodins
are the forces that keep on exploding
through our world. Soul, I call it. (p. 94)

This spiritual dimension, Astley infers, is held cheap by the

megalomaniacs within the super-powers who are determined to disrupt

continuity and ensure that this is the ultimate generation.

In my Introduction I argue that Astley's texts indicate her

opinion that in a male-dominated society a sharp distinction is made

between man and woman. Now she presents other traditionally accepted

binary oppositions by symbolically opposing Wafer and Moon, who can be

seen to represent good and evil, Christianity and paganism, and what

are traditionally known as the 'feminine' and 'masculine' principles.

From the author's texts, also, emerges her awareness that binaries

frequently infiltrate each other, and her idea that both the so-called

'masculine' and 'feminine' attributes exist in each individual and

must be integrated is illustrated here:

10. See Ellison, op. cit., p. 67.
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... Wafer's eye met Moon's and
there seemed to be a strange
mating as if they were discovering
halves of some frightful whole'. (p. 164)

Images of light associate Wafer with goodness. His

identification with biblical characters and his determination to

divest himself of material possessions connect him with Christian

values and demonstrate his spirituality.
11

A gentle, imaginative

man, he rejects the so-called 'masculine' ethos of sporty, beer-

drinking Allbut.

His integrated consciousness is obvious as he displays creativity

in his wood-carving and gardening, and the quality of nurturance in

his concern for the disadvantaged. 'I'm not a fighter', (p. 107) he

tells Brim, and forced into military service in Korea and Vietnam, he

rejects aggression for the caring role of stretcher-bearer. Yet

although this mild hippy exercises fully his gentle characteristics,

he combines them with an aura of strength that makes 'the very idea of

Wafer a kind of fortress'. (p. 83)

Wafer, however, has achieved no self-integration. The bomb blast

which killed his father and in which his family bonds are literally

disintegrated has shaken the foundation of his personality. Although

he exercises his intellect with his reading, Gabby accuses him of

'intellectual timorousness'. (p. 59) His sexuality has occasioned

'stray physical urgings that meant nothing' (p. 188) but, fearful of

loss, he represses his emotions in order to avoid emotional

involvements. He will not commit himself to Ruth, the woman he might

have loved, and he represses his ambiguous feeling for Emmie, a

feeling not quite fatherly, writing in his farewell note, 'There is a

pool of light on my table ... I am turning it out'. (p. 145) More-

over, the spiritual facet of his personality, although dominant, is

not large enough to extend forgiveness to Gabby.

Astley's work implies that she sees the enclosure of an elitbst

group in centralized powers as destructive. She demonstrates that

Wafer is flawed by his enclosure, his self-containment, the physical

11. See also Haynes, op. cit., pp. 148-49.
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aspect of which is seen in his shelter:

The concrete block walls of his underground
womb wrap him in a deadening
content ... (p. 28)

The author suggests that the self must be fluidly integrated with

other selves, but Wafer pursues singleness. His detachment imposes

upon him a rigidity like that of the wooden figure he carves:

He needed nothing but himself ...
He hated himself for his completeness'. (p. 108)

Having lost confidence in the future he seeks personal security,

remaining 'unknown, unknowable', (p. 9) and this self-sufficiency

which limits his spirituality is depicted by further images of

enclosure as he 'moves in his bone cage like a torch of shuttered

light'. (p. 9) In his dream of Emmie, Wafer eventually has some

intimation of the horrors of enclosure:

Wafer dreamt he was inside a giant
translucent stone running with
blue and citrine fire, faceted so
that impossibly, internally, images
of himself held in glass moved as he
moved, clawed walls as he clawed,
smiled, wept and punched until
knuckles echoed their bruising at
the invisible barriers 12 multiple
reduplication. (p. 152)

Gabby finds her vitality through communication, but Wafer's lack of

vitality is suggested by images of bloodnessness and etiolation: he

is thin and grey-faced with

... blond-grey draggle locks
hauled back in a meagre pony-tail,
grainy white skin ... (p. 9)

Eventually his separation from society leaves him nihilistic, with 'a

terrible boredom' (p. 189) and the desire 'merely to sit and to keep

sitting'. (p. 191) Astley claims that the unintegrated self is a

destructive force, and Wafer's detachment proves to be self-

destructive as it provokes violent reactions: Ruth strikes him,

Gabby betrays him and Cropper kills him.

12. Astley uses a similar image to illustrate George Brewster's
realization of the barriers his selfishness has created.
See pp. 254-55, The Welt DIte44ed Exptolteit..
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As Wafer reflects light the sombre Moon exudes gloom, 'Moon's

darkness underlined the whole night world, (p. 194) and his lack of

Christian virtues is suggested by the 'pagan movement' (p. 125) of his

body in the bullfight. Conditioned by a militaristic society to solve

his problems with violence, Moon represents the so-called 'masculine'

principle. He feels the thrill of power as 'with a licence to kill'

(p. 33) and without fear of reprisal, he slaughters Vietnamese

villagers. Later, always with 'the quick rationalization, the

urgently grasped at defence' (p. 37) he justifies as reasonable his

barbarity in shooting the half-breed rapist and maiming his native

bearer.

When a potential career as a jazz musician is diverted into war

service, Moon's creativity becomes a twisted musical accompaniment to

his aggressiveness as he sits 'crouched over the dying piano ...

scribbling threats in Spanish'. (p. 194) He is a loner, his lost-

looking eyes indicative of an absence of direction in his life.

Divided from his parents, used to indifference, he is determined to

get what he can for himself without striving, using force if

necessary.

Without self-integration, Moon is 'full of unease'. (p. 78) His

is 'a carnal presence', (p. 81) predominately physical. Yet his

attitude toward sexuality is ambivalent, and he has a certain

puritanical streak which is repelled by the sensuality which drives

him to brothels. This later enforces upon him 'a frightful penance of

celibate repugnance, (p. 103) a repression which erupts in his

attempted rape of Emmie. Moon displays no signs of spirituality

whatsoever, while apart from a yearning for Soledad, the whore who

shows him rare tenderness, the emotions he exercises most are rage and

resentment at his 'dull bad luck'. (p. 81) As well, the

rationalization of his violent acts does not prevent remorse and he is

condemned to 'a lifetime of unrelenting guilt', (p. 102) a situation

which goads him to further destructiveness. Moon is dangerous, a

panther, a snake coiled to spring, his 'trigger-quick temper' (p. 33)

as volatile as the political temper of the Latin American countries in

which he roams.
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Just as disturbed as Moon, Gabriel Jerrold is a travesty of the

Archangel Gabriel as she announces the evil tidings of Allbut's

Christmas season. Her crumbling psyche reflects the deteriorating

values of the age:

... the ennui of landscapes yawning
stale-breathed before the inevitability
of seasons, the weltschmerz of battery
people, cloned cars, the lassitude of
coastal tides mumbling the same things
over and over to any equally
uninterested shoreline. (p. 7)

Such a society treats its condition with drugs, just as Gabby's

psychiatrist prescribes as a cure for her boredom 'a rigorous course

of stelazine, valium, amytal'. (p. 31)

Heirarchical structures generate divisiveness and with Gabby,

Astley further explores the debilitating results of family

divisiveness. An outsider in her own town, considered 'a strange

girl', (p. 160), the twenty-two-year-old Gabby is bored with her land-

owning family. More interested in property than people, the parents

dislike each other and the father ignores his children, labelling his

daughter 'a bloody silly girl'. (p. 3) There is talk of love but

little understanding from the ineffectual mother, and so little

affinity between Gabby and her brother, Jam, that she claims to have

forgotten his real name.

Gabby acknowledges the delights of solitariness but, unlike

Wafer, admits her need for others, her 'long search for people'. (p.

5) She has a natural associativeness, and her contention that psychic

vitality is dependent on communication is reinforced when, giving

Rosie Wonga a ride home, she feels exhilarated, aware of

... a light that breaks from joke-sharing
or hand-touching or even the glance from
strangers in the street. (p. 177)

However, Gabby's need to communicate becomes extreme and

destructive. Meeting Wafer, sensing a chance for communion, she is

determined to develop it:

I wish nothing to obstruct the interest
that I have that Wafer might perhaps
show interest in me. (p. 42)
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Hers is a possessive, rather than a sharing conception of love and

eventually she becomes obsessed with gaining his total concern. Wafer

has accused the emotionally greedy girl of having 'a passion for the

grand passion', (p. 175) and when she finds his farewell note to Emmie

she is devastated by her failure to inspire his love. Now the

frustrated, overcharged emotions of her unintegrated, 'screwed up rag

of self' (p. 6) overwhelm her compassion and creativity changing them

into spite and aggression. Ironically, for all her need to

communicate, it is an absence of understanding and sensitivity which

initiates disaster. When Wafer explains the nature of his feeling for

Emmie she admits:

... something in me refused totally to
understand, or if there were some danger
that I might, rejected vigorously ... (p. 179)

After Wafer's murder, filled with guilt and remorse, she retreats into

a state of enclosure, becoming 'one who can be quiet in a room and

stay there', (p. 133) until, in the novel's closing scene, she climbs

into the remains of Wafer's shelter.

The only glow of hope in this disquieting work is posited in the

imaginative Emmie, who shows every sign of developing an integrated

consciousness. She asserts herself in questioning the moral values of

the etitiist group, 'what's right, what's fair', (p. 138) in defying
Cropper and in thwarting Moon's sexual assault. At the same time her

sensitivity, intuition and imagination are obvious in her poems, and

her spirituality in an empathy with Wafer which transcends

materiality.
13

Leading his persecutors on the goose-chase Wafer

senses salvation, remembering his dream in which Emmie reveals the

'hill of sapphire', (p. 152) as

... the landscape became the landscape
of his dream, riding back to him now
so distinctly his guts contracted with
recognition. (p. 171)

Her potential self-integration is suggested by a fusion of

qualities. Youth and maturity merge so that, although the 'youth of

her shone', (p. 83) Stobo maintains, 'You're so old, Emmie

13. This empathy can be compared with that of Laura and Voss in

Patrick White's VO4-o.
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(p. 86) The many references to her flesh blend physicality with her

spirituality; experience invades her innocence when she watches the

flesh trade from the rooms above the brothel, while, both child and

woman, she turns to Wafer for security yet plays the temptress,

mocking both Wafer and Moon with her nakedness. Wafer finally

realizes that Emmie represents a goal worth attaining as, in his last

moments,

... his body careered forward into what
he knew to be a great gulf at the end
of which Emmie danced ... (p. 198)

The adolescent's ethereal qualities are missing in good-natured

Doss who is an emanation of Astley's prescribed good fellowship. A

cynical, worldly woman, she refuses to comply with society's approved

image of women when, avoiding marriage and indulging her sexuality,

she chooses to live by standards usually associated with the male. As

she tells her outraged suitor:

'So I play it your way and I'm the
unnatural one. According to you.' (p. 52)

With the attitudes of her minor characters Astley expands the

parochial into the universal. Conditioned by the materialistic values

of the established powers Stobo is

... fed to the teeth with never having
made it, pricked by dreams that meant
escape into power, the heaven of money ... (p. 162)

just as decent people of all nations are deluded by the belief that

affluence means happiness.

Jerrold, living 'his version of the reasonable man', (p. 58) with

discernment enough to deplore Australia's wanton economic policies,

is, nevertheless, militaristic. He justifies the stockpiling of

nuclear missiles even as he admits that their use means human

annihilation: 'No one wants them ... But we simply have to have

them'. (p. 58) Again, he fails to use his standing in Allbut to stop

the bullfight, and, 'doing a Pontius Pilate', (p. 195) dissociates

himself from the group of Wafer's persecutors.
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Astley's texts infer that the fully-functioning human being must

exercise a sense of purpose and of responsibility. Colley has

neither. The instability of a society without firm moral foundations

is reflected in his lopsided smile and shattered leg. An incompetent

architect whose buildings collapse, he totters along with fortunes

declining, 'chasing down the social building ladder'. (p. 47)
14

Philosophizing that what matters is 'not the truth of the matter, just

the appearances', (p. 142) he hides an absence of moral principles

behind a facade of false candour and righteousness. With his eager

acceptance of the e.tititgroup's aggressive attitudes, Colley

represents the credulous masses who fail to realize that acceptance of

militaristic policies is tantamount to full support of them.

In this way the townsmen follow Cropper, his 'bully-brain ...

thinking for all of them'. (p. 162) The absence of information

regarding the policeman's background and private life chillingly

parallels the restriction of public information concerning those

faceless corporations which are the real directors of nuclear

strategy. Like Buckmaster in A Kindne)s4 Cup, Cropper is a stock

figure of inflexible authority.

Astley's style is, again, elliptical, allusive, energetic to the

point of over-writing, while the use of a first person narrator leads,

as it did in The Acotyte, to extreme self-consciousness. Sometimes

the narrator seems to lose control of the prose, for instance in the

description of Allbut's Christmas celebrations:

And why barbaric? Always barbaric?
Not always, I suppose, though the
beer-gut belchings and the rattle
of schooner glasses that always
discover the Christmas crib and
soothe the infant with whack yoicks,
seem to me to have a muckworm	 (p. 1)

14. The fate of Mrs Colley and Emmie, uprooted from home after home,

recalls the fate of the family in Bruce Dawe's poem, 'Drifters'.
See also G. Houghton, 'Thea Astley, "An Item From the Late News",
W. L. W. E., 22, Autumn 83, pp. 223-25.
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The prose mirrors her violent theme, 'the north lurches up in a

side-swipe' (pp. 1-2) and, turning to look at a building, Gabby's face

smashes against the ... timbers'. (p. 2) Apart from the Americanisms

like 'goddam' and cowhands' Astley's grasp of the idiom is superb.

Cropper threatens Wafer at the railway station in front of a curious

young porter.:

'To be frank, mate, I believe you. But
it's the suggestion of it. It only
has to be suggested on a complaint of
the father and it doesn't matter a stuff
whether there was or there wasn't ...
And after you've fought your way out of
that one, you still stink. You stink
and the kid stinks' ... He turned to the
gawper and said kindly, 'Piss off, sonny.' (p. 155)

Similes and metaphors bear witness to the author's determination

to get close to substance. At the bush pool Gabby's body is 'white as

peeled grass' (p. 64) while Wafer, enclosed by the townsmen, is 'wired

in with rain'. (p. 144)

Language points to life's ambiguities, with Wafer's punning

wordplay, 'floor' and 'flaw', (p. 29) 'pane' and 'pain' (p. 131)

subverting the ordinary to show the sinister beneath. His exclamation

of gratitude when Stobo finds the diamond, 'Danke 	 grazie, tak,

merci, gracias', (p. 183) shows that although different conceptions of

meaning may blur understanding and create difficulties in

communication, words are still capable of expressing universally-felt

emotions. Reading the history of Allbut's miners Wafer realizes that

the 'rambling prose re-vitalised those long-gone', (p. 144) and Gabby

muses on the creative power of language as it transcends isolation and

fires the imagination:

Jericho Crossing. One of those words
with all the evocations of those other
names like Isfahan, Samarkand, the
golden lettering across childhood pages
of onion turrets, oil jars, over-detailed
carpets and impossible sunsets. (p. 185)

On the other hand language debases Wafer's love for Fmmie when Cropper

threatens, 'You're up for a carno'. (p. 155)	 Implicit in this

appreciation of language is the warning that nuclear conflict will

destroy it with all its richness, together with the art which embodies

humanity's history.
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Throughout the text the colour red is associated with the

physical and communal world, with Emmy's red birds and the

paper-streamer mementos of concerts. On the other hand blue signifies

spirituality and individuality, 'the throbbing blue of the zenith' (p.

63) and 'the centre fire of blue' (p. 56) imprisoned in Wafer's stone.

In the hills Stobo finds that most enduring of precious stones, a

diamond, and in this gem red and blue merge into a dazzling twinning:

He held it up again between thumb
and forefinger rotating it slowly
so that lights sprang from its
axial centre, lights that burned
through carmine and indigo signals
which only underlined the soul of
the stone. (p. 182)

Thus the spherical diamond becomes a symbol of global harmony in which

all physical and spiritual, communal and individual qualities are

integrated. Sadly, the worth of the stone is unrecognized. Cropper

says spitefully, 'That's no diamond ... Probably is zircon'. (p. 190)

Circle imagery is ambiguous. It represents both love and

communication as characters draw together under circular 'pools of

light like communion breads'. (p. 144) However, the members of

Allbut's aiti)st group emanate hostility and divisiveness as they

gather in a 'rancorous circle' (p. 193) to confront Wafer.

Jazz and blues with their overtones of social protest and

disillusion are a fitting accompaniment to the novel's protest against

the entrenched powers, while Moon's Spanish songs of death keep the

image of the Inquisition and human cruelty to the fore. Cultural

allusions provide a perspective for appraisement. Gabby's canvas with

'the detail of a Brueghel and the alarm of Goya' (p. 50) evokes past

political unrest, while Moon proves to be far more lethal than the

'Rousseau tiger' (p. 36) she depicts him as in her painting.

The comedy is black indeed. Rosie and her child left naked by

the roadside, Wafer saying to the threatening Brim, 'It's a ... caring

town', (p. 109) even the ridiculous bullfight all evoke the tragi-

comic nature of life.
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The novel's ending is ambiguous and disturbing. Throughout the

text the word 'nothing' sounds repeatedly. Gabby says,

There was nothing outside that town.
Is nothing.
Can nothing be walled by nothing? (p. 1)

When she returns to the area in the 'now' of 1993 she finds that

Beyond this injured hillside where
two ash-piles inspect each other,
nothing is left. (p. 200)

Earlier, considering Wafer's shelter soon after meeting him, Gabby

promises, 'I'll be sitting here smiling when it comes'. (p. 99) Now

she climbs into the remains of the shelter:

There's nothing more to do.
I sit down and wait. (p. 200)

With its connotations of The Waiste Land and utter disillusionment,

Astley's 'nothing' either ominously portends, in 1993, imminent

nuclear destruction or signals its aftermath, the nuclear winter.

With her conception of existence as an indefinable, fluid

process, Astley constantly questions society's accepted certainties.

Now her expoise of the evil forces which exist in an apparently torpid

country town challenges the ordered world of appearances. She

questions, also, the controlling powers' rationalist outlook which, in

its assumption that economic and technological development will ensure

the world's well-being, undermines society's spiritual foundations. In

Allbut the lack of spiritual direction which permits the group's

cruelty to Wafer and its lesser citizens reflects the absence of

charity displayed by world leaders in their treatment of the

underprivileged.

Again, that this materialist world-view is suspect is obvious in

the face of imminent nuclear war. The fearful Wafer represents a

fearful society, and the author emphasizes this insecurity with images

of disintegration, of dead and dying settlements and collapsing

buildings, and with unstable characters like Gabby, Moon, Cropper and

Colley.
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Deepening social divisions are suggested by the alienation within

the Jerrold and Moon families, and in the division between the

powerful town elders and the powerless minority groups. Astley's

texts reveal her notion that self and community must be integrated.

Jerrold disagrees. 'You can only examine the perimeter of your own

involvement', (p. 39) he insists. However, Astley illustrates that

this uncommunicative attitude is destructive through the grim results

of Wafer's detachment from others.

Through the characterizations and events within the novel the

author implies that the concept of divisiveness must be replaced by

one of integration. Fission must become fusion, with the development

in each individual of a unified consciousness, a way of thinking in

which forceful and gentle qualities are integrated. Moon's dark must

merge with Wafer's light.

Astley associates hope with people like Emmie who represent the

human imagination in its capacity to recognize the evils of

destructive social systems, to undermine them before their potential

dangers are experienced as reality and to affirm the worth of life

through creativity. Human beings need to believe in a future in which

life can be seen to have meaning, but in this novel nothing is

resolved and Emmie, the symbol of hope, disappears.

Astley's major novels owe their power to her unflinching expose

of the extent to which centralized controlling structures divide human

beings and promote misery. Concerned as they are with the heartless

manner in which the powerful etitiist group treats the weaker members
of society, with the necessity for attaining the unified

consciousness, self-integration and the integration of the self with

society, the novels also incorporate other themes.

In The Acayte the author turns to the difficulties of

perception, revealing that not only is the individual blind to much in

his own world, but that his perception of the worlds of others is
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limited indeed. A Kindneim Cup emphasizes the dangers of self-

delusion as Dorahy deludes himself that his crusade against the town

fathers is wholly justified, despite its destructiveness. It reminds

us, also, that if we deny the past we have nothing with which to

compare present standards. An Item From the Late News confirms the

peril of unquestioning acceptance of the world of appearances, and

takes up the theme of human transience and the concept of time as the

element in which we live. Through Emmie Astley presents the

nourishing power of the imagination.

In these works Astley's outrage largely overshadows her salty

wit. In the next chapter in which I discuss the short stories her

hilarious sense of the ridiculous is seen to sparkle again.
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